
 

 

 

 

 

Schenker Watermakers  still technical partner of Tre Golfi Sailing Week 2022 

 

 

Schenker Watermakers, a leading company in watermaking systems for boating, will be 

proudly alongside the crews participating in international regattas in the waters of Sorrento, 

confirming the great affinity of the Schenker brand with the world of sport sailing. 

The company has always had a keen eye on the design of watermakers capable of meeting the 

needs of fast cruising and racing boats while respecting the requirements of lightness, reliability, 

ease of use and aesthetics. The use of a watermaker in a medium-long range regatta allows you to 

embark on smaller quantities of water, significantly improving the displacement and performance 

of the boat without sacrificing the safety and comfort of the crew. 

In the ecological, sporty and even a little romantic spirit of sailing competitions, in addition to the 

success of ZEN, an extraordinarily compact, very light, simple and efficient watermaker, able to 

conquer even the most extreme racer, Schenker has recently introduced Pick & Drink, a simple 

accessory and convenient, highly effective in terms of environmental issues and practicality on 

board. Practically the ideal product for both the yachtsman and the sport racer. 

This is a complete kit that allows you to make the water in the tank perfectly drinkable and taste 

good. The system consists of a pair of pre-assembled compact filters, suitable for mounting in the 

sink cabinet and a dispenser. Assembly is really simple and requires no power supply. The first 

filter consists of a "carbon block" which performs the task of eliminating impurities up to 5 

microns, chlorine and other unwanted flavors and odors, while the second filter retains impurities 

up to 0.15 microns, thus carrying out refined filtration water and reducing any bacterial load by 

99.99%. 

In this way it is possible to directly dispense fresh water of excellent quality and absolutely safe 

with the same practicality of the kitchen at home. 
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